Since the introduction of electricity as a source of illumination, one of the most importan-problems has been that of potential regulation; for the efficiency of the conversion of electricity into light depends greatly upon the maintenance of a constant potential at the lamp terminals. For instance, a system having a potential regulation of two per cent can profitably use incandescent lamps which consume 3.1 watt3 per mean h-orizontal .andlepower, based on the oval-filament type of present quality, while a poorer regulation-factor would require the use of lamps consuming from 3.5 to 4 watts per candle-power, representing a sacrifice of from 12.5 to 30 pe^cent in conversion efficiency.
The potential of a shunt-wound generator drops very mater.ally as the load increases. To overcome this drop, compoundwind'ng of generators was introduced, being 'a step towards automat c potential regulation; but this only compensates for the inherent loss in the generator itself and is not capable of regulation for speed-losses nor for variations due to outside causes. Thus, if it is desired to maintain a constant potential at the switchboard or center of distribution under changes of any or all conditions, an external automatic potential regulator must be used.
There are a number of types of autom atic generator potential regulators using different me hods to accomplish the result. One type, the connections of which are shown in Fig. 1 , has been in u e in our station for the past four years on g-nera ors up to 250-kilowatt capacity operating under extreme bonditions. This BECHTEL: REGULATING POTENTIALS .
[Dec. 18 regulator has given excellent service in alternating-current work, as wil be seen by examining the curve on a section of recordingvoltmeter chart shown in Fig. 2 . This line was made by a 150-kIlowatt, 60-cycle, alternating-current generator, supplying current fo: the daylight incandescent load and operated from a jack-shaft driven by an engine which also operates a direct-connected 500-kilowatt, 500-volt, direct-current generator, supplying current for he street railway system. The larger part of the en.gine-load being very irregular, and the engine-governor not of th'e best, there are sudden fluctuations in speed, as shown by the section of cul-ve from a continuous-spe-d recorder in Fig. 3 . Each vertical section of the record has a va'lue of 20 seconds, or -three sections per minute. Each horizontal section has a va ue of three per cent in speed variation, or two cycles in the frequency of the generator. The variation of speed shown would not be advisable on inductive loads, but serves to show the efficiency of regulators under severe conditions. Th:s type of r gulator, while very satisfactory as a g nerator potential r gulator, and perhaps sufficient under favorable line and load ccndltions in small stations, does not correct the potential for variation in power-factor nor relative changes in the load on different feeders.
The system was adopted while our alternating load was comparatively small and operated from single-phase generators. With the intention of operating three-phase power circuits, we replaced the small single-phase generators with larger ones of three-phase 4,000-volt, four-wire type, the armature being starconnected with neutral connection brought out.
The 2,300-volt, single-phase lighting circuits are connected to the different phases and neutral, balanced as nearly as possible between the different phases in regard to load conditions. Even with extreme care, a perfect balance cannot be maintained on ,P.M account of variations of load at different times on the individual circuits. To overcome this, we have ordered nine automatic feeder potential regulators of the boosting transformer type, having the secondary winding in series with the circuit and divided into small sections which are capable of being auitomatically cut in or out, step by step, as the conditions require, to maintain a desired voltage at the individual feeder terminals.
These regulators are to have necessary capacity to maintain a pressure of ten volts (200 volts primary) above or below that of the bus-bars. The installation of this apparatus has been delayed by the manufacturer on account of trouble experienced from pitting or burning of the contacts. I am sorry I am noz able to show results of tests on this apparatus and describe its action under practical conditions, as I had intended to do.
Feeder potential regulators are not advisable for use on directcurrent systems on account of it being necessary to use batteries,, rotary-boosters, or dead resistance in series with the different feeders-any one of these being a most inefficient arrangement.
However, this problem is not so serious, as the entire system can be formed into a network and operated as one unit. Gocct distribution and regulation can be obtained by the use of a system of interconnected mains, tied together wherever possibe with feeders from high and low bus-bars to determined points,. and by use of main storage-batteries.
The automatic generator potential regulator first described as. being satisfactory on alternating-current work, was not satis-Wk~~~_ __11 011g13 ' factory on a direct-current, three-wire system. We installed two of these regulators on a pair of 200-kilowatt generators for the purpose of steadying the potential of a three-wire system of about 2,000 kilowatts at peak-load; but they are not capable of doing this, nor even capable of maintaining a potential regulation of less than from 2 to 4 per cent while operating on a separate load. The greatest fault is the tendency to surge or pump (even with a properly adjusted oil-cushion) probably on account of the greater sluggishness or time required to increase or decrease the magnetic density of the solid field-poles of the direct-current generator, as against the laminated field-poles of the alternator. I believe, however, that a later regulator now on the market is capable of maintaining a uniform potential under these conditions, being quicker in -its action; as, instead of cutting small steps of resistance, step by step, in or out of the field-circuit, it cuts a large resistance instantaneously in or out of the field-circuit, and reverses the operation when the potential rises or falls above or below the normal, repeating this performance ass often as required. On large generators this regulator operates. upon the fields of the exciter instead of on the fields of the main generators.
We have now under consideration the installation of 25-cycleb alternating-current generators of large units, to operate syn-chronous converters for both the street railway and the directcurrent lighting systems. This is more complex than the first condition, as the sudden variations of the railway load will haveits influence upon the regulation of the generator as well as on the speed of the prime mover. We hope, however, to fin'd a. regulator which will maintain an even voltage at the generatorterminals under these conditions, and allow us to operate shuntwound synchronous converters from them and in multiple with our present shunt-wound generators on the direct-current lighting system; also to operate synchronous converters from the same units and in multiple with our present compound-wound, direct-current generators on the railway system, by means of series inductance and compound winding on the rotary fields.
